Twenty-one different pieces of glassware for class bar service are in the Many, Blanc school's equipment. Recipe and service suggestions according to weather conditions form a valuable part of the school's lessons.

For golf club hot weather service particular attention is paid to instruction concerning the tall cool drinks; collins', fizzes, rickeys and juleps. Expert touches of mixing and service that make these drinks distinctive works of art instead of the usual rush jobs of throwing messes together, are of interest and value to golf club managers.

Another detail of the bartenders' school course that helps to solve a golf club problem is that of bar efficiency. Rush crowds, lack of bar space and bartenders make the golf club mixed drink service problem one that must eliminate all lost and waste operations. Neatness, speed, proper mixing and chilling, and uniformity are objectives of the school's training. Liquors and glassware are correctly selected and grouped for ease and speed in mixing drinks of precisely the character ordered.

Although the angle that is played up at the Many, Blanc bartender school classes for club bartenders is the primary one of superiority in taste and service, the serious matter of bar profits also is treated in good balance. Illustrations are given of increased bar operating costs by as much as 25%, with the increased cost meaning a reduction rather than an improvement in the character of drinks mixed.

Admission to the Many, Blanc school is free to club managers and to bartenders for whom attendance at the school has been arranged by the manager for whom the bartender works.

Member's Manual is Gem of Club Booklet

TROY (O.) CC has a Member's Manual that's one of the best booklets of club information GOLFDOM has seen. The booklet has 16 pages and cover and fits the regulation large letter envelope. Its contents include a statement of the purposes and policy of the club, information and regulations on the dining room, on picnic facilities, the social and golfing calendars for the year, data on the course, golf regulations, swimming pool information, junior rules, guest regulations and a roster of members and officials.

Feed a natural grass food this fall for BETTER TURF next spring.

Premier

POULTRY MANURE

A natural grass food and stimulant of long lasting turf benefit. For more than twenty years PREMIER has been known as "the old reliable" of the golf field. Try it!

Premier Poultry Manure Co.
327 So. LaSalle St. Chicago, Illinois

You save time and money by depending on GOLFDOM advertisers.